
Most modern office workers spend too much of their time in meetings or reading email, to the 
point that it’s a common TV trope to show someone daydreaming in a pointless meeting while 
their boss drones on in the background. Up until the last decade or two, these were the best 
tools we had, but that is no longer the case. 

Today, though email and meetings still serve an important role, it is crucial to supplement 
them with other tools that fill the gaps in their functionality. Everyone knows these traditional 
collaboration channels have shortcomings.

Meetings can be great for generating ideas, but 
it’s common for those ideas to not be recorded 
or turned into action items. Furthermore, 
meetings often go on too long, and include 
lengthy discussions that most of the people in 
the room don’t need to be included in, or that 
require input from someone who isn’t present.

TRADITIONAL COLLABORATION TOOLS
AREN’T CUTTING IT

It’s easy for email exchanges to split off into multiple confusing threads, and the private nature of 
email means that there’s no record for other employees to reference back to and build upon. 



YOU NEED A FOCUSED, ORGANIZED WORKSPACE
If you haven’t implemented a comprehensive solution to these problems, your employees 
probably lose time every day to navigating a confusing array of different productivity tools, 
or are doing their best to compensate for the lack of such tools.

Either way, everyone on your team 
would benefit from having a single space 
where discussions happen and goals 
are tracked. You need a tangible way to 
move projects across the finish line, and 
everyone will benefit from having access 
to group conversations. When your online 
workspace is laid out in a logical fashion, 
it’s easy to focus in on the work that 
needs to be done and create a tailored 
experience where only the notifications 
that matter can disrupt you.

BUILD A BETTER EXPERIENCE WITH MANGO WORK
Mango Work is a deep, nuanced platform that will give you all of the building blocks to 
foster better collaboration. You’ll get workspaces organized by team, department and 
project, where files and posts with comment threads and emoji reactions make it easy to get 
everyone on the same page. 

Any discussion can then be turned into an 
action item with tasks that are assigned, 
tracked, and moved through to completion. 
The flow of this process can adapt to however 
your team works, and it’s easy to get a holistic 
view of current progress from the individual, 
manager, or project level. This level of 
organization and transparency ensures that 
there are no mysteries, and important tasks 
don’t simply vanish into the ether.



EVERYTHING YOUR EMPLOYEES NEED 
This set of use cases is designed to give you some ideas as to how a platform like ours can 
help you create a culture of visibility and productivity, in a way that simply isn’t possible with 
email, meetings, or a web of disconnected online tools. It is by no means exhaustive, but 
serves as a good blueprint to start building a strategy or thinking through the possibilities.

The team collaboration use cases give you a handful of examples that are applicable to just about 
any team. Status reports, calendars, joint authoring of documents, and file sharing empower your 
employees to organize information that might otherwise have slipped through the cracks.

There are also a handful of use cases specific to marketing, sales, and product teams. Our 
customers often use Mango Work to keep marketing and sales materials organized and 
codified, so everyone can build on each other’s knowledge and successes. Within the realm 
of product, we’ve got everything you need to create an agile team that can whittle down a long 
list of competing priorities into an actionable to-do list.

Finally, our knowledge management use cases show how our platform can be used at a high 
level to ensure that company knowledge is transferred between employees and teams, and key 
insights aren’t lost when employees leave the company or transfer between positions.

BRING IT ALL TOGETHER 
MangoApps is designed to give you all of these capabilities, and far more. With our modular 
platform, you can start with a specific piece of functionality that addresses the needs of one 
team, and only pay for what you’re using. 

Then, when you need to add other pieces, or expand to other teams, we’ll be waiting with a 
solution that doesn’t require a tedious buying and implementation cycle.



TEAM COLLABORATION 
Get your teams collaborating more efficiently by giving 
them digital workspaces where projects are kept on 
track, tasks are distributed, and work gets done.

Use cases:
• Team Collaboration and Work Area
• Regular Status Report
• Share Employee Files and Documents
• Joint Authoring of Documents
• Company Calendar
• Task Management
• Incorporating Outside Content
• How MangoApps helps employees in specific roles

MARKETING COORDINATION 
Manage leads, case studies, brand guidelines, and 
other important marketing collateral and information, 
so everyone in the company has a single place to go 
when they need marketing support or materials.

Use cases:
• Brand and Marketing Knowledge Base
• Share Customer Case Studies
• Online Leads

SALES PLANNING 
Manage events, networking, prospects, and customer 
relationships, so everyone within sales can benefit from each 
other’s experiences and knowledge.

Use cases:
• Trade Shows
• Customer Knowledge Base
• Customer Communication

https://www.mangoapps.com/usecases/company-communication/team-collaboration-work-area
https://www.mangoapps.com/usecases/company-communication/regular-status-repo
https://www.mangoapps.com/usecases/information-organization/file-document-sharing
https://www.mangoapps.com/usecases/information-organization/joint-document-authoring
https://www.mangoapps.com/usecases/information-organization/company-calendar
https://www.mangoapps.com/usecases/information-organization/task-management
https://www.mangoapps.com/usecases/other/incorporating-outside-content
https://www.mangoapps.com/usecases/other/role-based
https://www.mangoapps.com/usecases/knowledge-management/brand-marketing-knowledge
https://www.mangoapps.com/usecases/knowledge-management/customer-case-studies
https://www.mangoapps.com/usecases/external/online-leads
https://www.mangoapps.com/usecases/external/trade-shows
https://www.mangoapps.com/usecases/knowledge-management/customer-knowledge-base
https://www.mangoapps.com/usecases/external/customer-communication


PRODUCT MANAGEMENT 
An organized product team is the lifeblood 
of any company that sells products. Manage 
development sprints, feature requests, bug 
reporting, and backlogs so that everything 
is accounted for and moves quickly, like you 
need it to.

Use cases:
• Feature Requests
• Milestones and Releases
• Bugs & Defects Reporting
• Product backlog

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT
Employees accumulate knowledge on the job. If they 
work in silos, that knowledge doesn’t transfer to 
colleagues and is lost when they leave the company. 
Setting up a strong knowledge base ensures that 
everyone benefits from each other’s successes.

Use cases:
• FAQ Pages
• Company Administration
• Share Industry Best Practices
• Vendor Knowledge Base

https://www.mangoapps.com/usecases/external/feature-requests
https://www.mangoapps.com/usecases/other/milestones-releases
https://www.mangoapps.com/usecases/other/bugs-defects-reporting
https://www.mangoapps.com/usecases/other/product-backlog
https://www.mangoapps.com/usecases/information-organization/faq-pages
https://www.mangoapps.com/usecases/knowledge-management/company-administration
https://www.mangoapps.com/usecases/knowledge-management/industry-best-practices
https://www.mangoapps.com/usecases/knowledge-management/vendor-knowledge-base


CONCLUSION 
We hope that these use cases have given you some idea of how MangoApps could help you 
build a modern collaboration strategy around our platform. Although they barely scratch the 
surface of our capabilities, they represent some of the key ways in which we differentiate 
ourselves against other solutions. 

Promoting visibility and turning projects into concrete, assignable tasks are crucial to your 
productivity. In today’s distributed workforce environment, it can be challenging to make this kind 
of collaboration happen without a unified, user-friendly workspace like MangoApps. We have 
spent the last decade refining our platform to address the needs of our customers from a wide 
variety of industries, and we are confident that it will work for you, too.

Being a MangoApps customer means that you benefit from that long history, and our pricing is 
approachable and scales with your needs.

We would love the opportunity to hear from you, and take you or someone from your team 
through a live demo of Mango Work. Just click below to schedule a meeting with a member of 
our sales team, so we can learn a bit more about your needs and explore possible solutions that 
we can offer.

https://www.mangoapps.com/schedule-a-demo


ARE YOU READY TO LEARN WHY MANGOAPPS
IS THE PERFECT HUB FOR YOUR DIGITAL WORKPLACE?

Schedule a personalized demo and see what MangoApps has to offer.
Or see for yourself today with a free trial!

ABOUT MANGOAPPS
MangoApps is the hub of any digital workplace. It is the central location employees 
go to for fast and seamless access to all the tools they need every day to share, 
communicate, collaborate, find & learn. MangoApps provides core new tools like 
enterprise social networking, modern Intranet, team collaboration & employee 
engagement software while integrating with existing enterprise systems so 
employees have access to everything they need in one place. For more information, 
please visit www.mangoapps.com

TAKE THE FIRST STEP
SCHEDULE A DEMO!

MAKING WORK SMARTER, FASTER AND MORE PRODUCTIVE

Learn More:  www.mangoapps.com
Email us:  sales@mangoapps.com
Schedule a demo:  https://www.mangoapps.com/schedule-a-demo

https://www.mangoapps.com/schedule-a-demo
https://www.mangoapps.com
https://www.mangoapps.com/schedule-a-demo
https://www.mangoapps.com

